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The old adage “you make your money when you buy” could not be more 
accurate when investing in real estate. There are many pitfalls to be aware 
of in order to achieve wealth through property. However, with the right 
research, a solid investment plan, a good team of professionals and a long-
term view, many mistakes can be avoided.

Often the problems that crop up during your property investment journey 
will be the result of inexperience and lack of confidence. Scoring the right 
property deal is simply a matter of doing your homework, arming yourself 
with first-class skills and building a professional support team. With that 
in mind, we have put together this report of frequently made investor 
mistakes. If you can avoid these mistakes, you will be well on the way to 
building your financial security through property.
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1.  NOT GETTING OUT THERE  
AND HAVING A LOOK
There is no substitute for inspecting a 
property first-hand, because it can reveal 
much more information than you can 
discover online or through questioning real 
estate agents. 

For example, if you are researching online, 
you could determine that the price you 
should pay for a particular property is around 
$550,000 after comparing it with other 
similar sales. However, without seeing the 
comparable properties in their physical 
locations, you may be unaware of some key 
information. A $550,000 property that looks 
similar on the web to yours may have had an 
$80,000 extension built, meaning it is worth 
more than yours and you will pay too much if 
you use it as a guide. 

The other benefit of getting out there and 
having a look is that it gives you a feel for the 
neighbourhood and can make you aware of 
any unattractive features located close by. 

The best buys are those in the best position. 
You don’t want to end up buying a lovely 
home with a rubbish dump next door. 
Consider the attractiveness of the location 
to tenants; most will want to live close to 
transport, schools, shops, lifestyle facilities 
and many may value being near the ocean or 
river.

TIP: Do your research but don’t take it 
on face value -  see for yourself before 

committing to buy.
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You need to arm yourself with quality 
research to find a gem of a property and 
once you have found it, completing your Due 
Diligence will help you be sure it’s worth the 
price. 

It’s easy to get caught up in the hype 
surrounding particular areas, but looking at 
the potential for long term growth is critical. 
There is never a shortage of ‘buzz’ suburbs 
set to become “the next hot spots”, but 
many of them can disappoint the buyer over 
the long term if there is no real substance 
behind the hype.

Once you’ve found your target property, it is 
imperative to complete comprehensive due 
diligence on the property. Just because you 
can pick up a property for $25,000 less than 

it was advertised doesn’t instantly mean 
you should snap it up. You could still be over 
paying and be taken for a ride.

Unless you’ve done all the research you 
may not know the property was overpriced 
by $50,000 in the first place and you’ve 
actually been duped. 

Examples of due diligence omissions that 
can cost you dearly are not checking the 
sewer information in case it impairs your 
ability to develop the property and failing to 
order professional reports that show you the 
property is not a dud, or if it is, give you the 
confidence to walk away and not  
burn a hole in your  
back pocket. 

2.  DOING THE WRONG RESEARCH, 
 OR IGNORING IT ENTIRELY
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TIP: Do the right  
research and find out if there 

are any plans for the property, 
the suburb and its surrounds.
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Don’t fall into the trap of relying on 
the median prices when researching 
a particular area; these figures aren’t 
always a true indication of what is 
actually happening. 

The highest quartile median is not 
necessarily the potential ceiling for resale in 
the area. The lower quartile may comprise 
properties on small blocks, older properties 
or a lower priced segment of the suburb, 
whereas the higher quartile may include 
new properties, bigger blocks of land or 
encompass the premium pockets in the 
suburb. 

If this is the case, buying in a poorer location 
and adding value would not improve the 
location in the suburb and you may never 

reach the level of the premium segment 
prices. This applies similarly to block size and 
property type, size or age.

You need to consider similar types of 
properties being sold, on similar sized blocks 
in similar parts of the suburb with the same 
zoning to see the potential increases in price. 
Comparing an old fibro 3x1 on 500sqm of 
land with a renovated brick 4x2 house on 
900sqm will not give an accurate reflection 
of the potential value your property could 
reach.

Just because a property is advertised for a 
certain amount of rent, it isn’t necessarily 
what the tenants end up paying. Investors 
should not assume all properties in a 
particular area will achieve the same rental 
returns.

Not all properties are equally appealing to 
tenants. The particular location, the floor 
plan, décor and amenities can all influence 
how much tenants are prepared to pay. 
Consider properties as similar to your target 
property as possible, and conduct research 
into the rents they are achieving.

3.  READING TOO MUCH INTO 
MEDIAN PRICES

4.  TAKING ADVERTISED RENTS 
AS MARKET INDICATORS

TIP:  Treat median prices with caution; 
look at prices of properties that are 
similar to the one you are considering  
as a possible purchase
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TIP:  Don’t assume advertised  
rents are always achieved. Consider the  
individual property and the broader  
social factors. 
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It is very common for new investors to be 
overly optimistic. Looking to ‘get rich quick’ 
is a gamble, while true property investment 
is not a gamble. It is about getting the right 
property at the right price and in the right 
location and then holding on to it or adding 
value.

Creating and accumulating wealth in property 
comes down to the time spent in the market. 
Buying the right property with the intention of 
staying for the long haul is the best get rich 
scheme. While the property market is hot, 
there is less need for investors to understand 
what is driving the market, but when average 
growth levels return to normal across Perth, 
selecting superior properties becomes more 
difficult if you don’t understand what’s causing 
growth and where.

In small developments it is very hard to 
develop and sell immediately at a profit since 
the gain is mostly eaten up in stamp duty, 
purchase costs, resale costs and taxes. You’re 
far better off not selling and rather building a 
portfolio of properties that can grow in value 
and increase your wealth.

Having a carefully considered investment plan 
is vital. It may be in your interests to build 
equity, rather than look for high yields that will 
not lead to wealth over the long term.

5.  THINKING YOU’LL “GET RICH QUICK” 
AND/OR BEING OVERLY OPTIMISTIC 
IN YOUR EXPECTATIONS
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TIP: 
Be patient and persistent,  

and take a long term view to  
property investing. Seek professional  

advice to help clarify your property 
investment goals, understand your risk profile 
and determine which strategies will work with 

your personal goals  
and finances.
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TIP :  If you want to start  
building a property portfolio, wait around six  

months between purchasing properties, to give  
you enough time to get a good feel for the  

cash flow of your purchase. 

People new to property investment often 
fail to budget for the full costs of buying a 
property, not taking into account mortgage 
insurance, stamp duties, rates and fees. 

For example, the Stamp Duty on a 
$600,000 purchase will come in at around 
$22,515; once you add the settlement 
fees and costs of inspections and surveys, 
purchase costs can add upwards of 8% to 
your total purchase price.

Then, once you get over the shock of the 
settlement, you may find more demands on 
your budget than anticipated. 

In reality, when you buy a property, you can’t 
know for sure what the expenses will be and 
how evenly they will flow month by month. 
Cash flow scenarios are only theoretical and 
it’s not something you can plan for with any 
certainty.

6.  MISJUDGING CASH FLOW AND/OR 
UNDERESTIMATING THE FULL COSTS 
OF BUYING A PROPERTY

8
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Focusing only on the best rental yield will 
not make you wealthy. Positive cash flow 
properties within 10km of Perth’s CBD are 
almost non-existent and investors need to 
understand this. They may do better to look 
towards property geared towards delivering 
capital growth rather than relying on rental 
yields.

Strategies that are more suited to long term 
wealth creation include purchasing a house 
on a larger block that already qualifies for 
development, or targeting houses on large 
blocks in areas proposed for rezoning, in 
both cases preferably within 20km of the city 
or 10km of the ocean. Once the blocks are 
subdivided, you will begin to build a portfolio 
of properties, and by placing a tenant in the 

existing house some of the  
holding costs will be alleviated.

If you are determined to acquire  
cash flow positive properties,  
make sure they are just one  
part of your overall real  
estate strategy. 

In 2013, Australian investors enjoyed interest 
rates that were at their lowest levels in 
more than 50 years. As a result, there is the 
inherent risk that many homebuyers may be 
working out their mortgage repayments on 
an unrealistic rate.

With interest rates, it’s a case of what goes 
down, must come back up. When you look 
at buying, you need to consider that interest 
rates can, and indeed will change. 

Buyers need to factor in at least a 2-3% 
financial buffer or they could feel the 
squeeze when rates rise, potentially putting 
their investment at risk.
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7.  ASSUMING INTEREST RATES  
WILL NOT CHANGE

8.  CHOOSING THE BEST RENTAL YIELD 
INSTEAD OF THE BEST PROPERTY

TIP:  Do the figures and make sure you 
understand the impact of various 
increments of interest rate rises on 
your cash flow.

TIP:  To accumulate wealth,  
look to invest in properties with  
capital growth potential.
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Nobody wants to pay more than they need 
to for a property, and overpaying is a very 
real and valid concern for property investors. 
However, to avoid this, some investors make 
such low offers that they risk not being taken 
seriously and missing out. This comes back to 
not understanding the true market value of a 
property and the dynamics around the sale. 

Assessing the true value of the property is 
the most important factor in deciding what to 
offer. Combine that with knowledge of what 
other interest there is in the property, what 
other offers are on the table and the seller’s 
motivation and you should be equipped to make 
an offer and put together a successful buying 
strategy.

If you don’t know the true value, there are likely 
to be others who do and you will continually 
miss out to them. Many buyers become 
frustrated and after missing a few properties, 
they pay too much for the next one to avoid 
losing out again.

When they miss out to a higher offer, many 
buyers say “but I would have increased my 
offer if the seller had come back with a counter 
offer”. That is of no use once the seller has 
gone elsewhere, and it is essential to do your 
homework on what it is worth to avoid missing 
out or paying too much. If you really believe the 
property is worth a lower price, combine that 
with a cash offer and a short settlement to suit 
the seller and you might have yourself a deal if 
you are not up against more attractive offers.

9.  TRYING TO PAY 
TOO LITTLE  
AND MISSING OUT

Every investor sets a budget when 
they set out to find their ideal 
property, and every buyer finds 
attractive properties that are over 
their budget. When you’ve found the 
property that ticks every box, it can 
be tempting to push the limits of 
your initial price point.

Sure, you may qualify to finance a 
more expensive property but is that 
amount realistic? Making the wrong 
buying decision and failing to stick 
to your budget can be stressful and 
costly, with the burden of even more 
costs if you are forced to sell. 

Seek finance pre-approval to give 
you an idea of what you can afford, 
and ask yourself “What’s the worst 
that can happen?” Going above 
what you can sensibly afford leaves 
you exposed to financial shocks, 
including interest rate rises or the 
loss of an income stream.

Speaking to a mortgage broker and 
a financial planner will also give you 
a clear idea of how to structure your 
investments.

10.  RUSHING INTO 
A PURCHASE 
THAT DOESN’T 
SUIT YOUR 
BUDGET

TIP:  Do your research, think of the 
future and work within your 
personal strategy and finances. 
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TIP:   You need to be able to understand the true  
value and the competition to determine how low you can  
really go. Have enough information to set yourself  
up with a buying strategy to win.
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TIP:  Speak to several agents,  
as well as other professionals,  
to help you make informed decisions.  
Consider using a Buyer’s Agent who can use  
their professional skills in your favour.

Despite the common perception that Real 
Estate Agents are untrustworthy, most 
agents mean well and genuinely try to help 
buyers. However, one thing buyers tend 
to forget is that Real Estate Agents have 
a duty legislated in the Real Estate and 
Business Agents Act 1978 to represent the 
best interests of the seller.

As trained professionals who negotiate 
property deals very regularly, Real Estate 

Agents hone their skills over time. While 
they must not knowingly mislead or deceive 
any parties in a negotiation according to 
the REIWA Code of Conduct, they must 
also take care to act in accordance with 
the instructions of the seller. It pays to 
remember that their sole purpose is to sell 
the property for the highest possible price. 
They are not working for you, you are not 
paying them, the seller is. Don’t for one 
moment think that they are batting for you.

11.  PLACING TOO MUCH IMPORTANCE  
ON WHAT REAL ESTATE AGENTS SAY
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Real estate agents have a duty to represent the 
best interests of the sellers, so whether it is building 
inspection condition or any other condition inserted into 
the contract, it will be in the seller’s favour. Not yours.

You can provide your own conditions as long as they 
are not too onerous and result in you missing out on 
the property. The best outcome is a compromise, where 
the interests of buyers are protected in a way that still 
makes the offer competitive.
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13.  ALLOWING REAL ESTATE AGENTS  
TO INSERT CONDITIONS  
INTO YOUR CONTRACT

TIP:  Make sure the 
conditions of your offer 
protect your interests 
and are still attractive to 
the seller. Don’t become 
stupidly smart.

Advertising the fact that you 
desperately want a property could 
force the price up. If you’re interested 
and intend to make an offer, let the 
agent know so you don’t lose it to 
somebody who is about to submit 
an offer. If you’re considering other 
properties tell them that also, so they 
can’t assume you’ve fallen in love 
with this property and will pay more 
not to lose it

12.  APPEARING  
TOO KEEN

TIP:  If asked how much you intend to 
offer, let them know you’ll confirm 
in writing. Even giving a general 
figure in advance can work against 
your negotiation.
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Not being ready is one of the most 
common problems we hear about 
with buyers. Ensuring you have 
everything in place before you start 
searching for a property and being 
ready to move quickly when the 
right one comes along can make 
all the difference to your outcomes 
and results. 

It could mean winning the property 
you most like or losing it to another 
better-prepared buyer. Having a 
buyer’s agent to help guide you 
through the process will give you 
the confidence you need to buy 
again and build your wealth.

Just because a property looks 
impressive or is well-maintained, it will 
not automatically perform well in the 
growth stakes. When building wealth 
through property investment, growth 
should be your number one priority. 

It is always better to select a property 
with superior growth potential than one 
that simply “looks” nice. Never forget 
that while you can improve the look of 
a property with a lick of paint or new 
carpets, you cannot convert a low-
growth property to high-growth one. 

14.  BUYING 
BASED ON 
APPEARANCE 

TIP:  Don’t get caught up by the best 
house in the worst suburb, do 
your research and buy in the 
best suburb your budget allows.

15.  TAKING 
TOO LONG

TIP:  Have your finances, purchase 
structure and special conditions 
organised in advance. This will 
allow you to move fast to secure 
the right property. 
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TIP:  Do your homework and understand  
the risks.

It pays to find out why a property is very 
cheap, and to be aware of any problems  
or risks associated with it or the local  
area before you buy. For example, 
structural problems, signs of pest 
infestations, being on a flight path or  
near a sewerage plant could be the  
reason for the bargain price.

It is risky to buy property at very low prices 
in a small town, where one main industry 
provides employment. 

If something happens to the industry 
in your area, you face the possibility of 
people leaving the area and your property 
being left vacant for long periods and you 
having to cover all the holding costs. If 
this happens in a big way, the value will 
go down and you will have great difficulty 
selling and getting out.

17.  NOT KNOWING THE RISKS THAT CAN  
COME WITH VERY CHEAP PROPERTIES

16.  UNDERESTIMATING THE  
REPAIRS INVOLVED
Anticipation of upcoming costs, whether 
high or low, can affect your cash flow 
position greatly, and a thorough building 
and maintenance inspection is vital to 
determine any required maintenance or 
repairs. 

Where the repairs are cosmetic, such as 
replacing old, dirty kitchen bench tops, it 
is often good to add value in a visible way. 

Hidden repairs, however, are often costly 
and do little to increase the property’s 
appeal. For example, rewiring or plumbing 
repairs are often expensive and don’t add 
much value.

TIP:  Protect yourself by getting 
a building and maintenance 
inspection. Add value wisely.
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All too often we hear from buyers who are 
kicking themselves for waiting too long to 
get into real estate and letting other issues 
distract them from getting in; the “if only 
I had” syndrome. Even the worst markets 
present outstanding opportunities which 
are there for the taking. 

Whether through missing out on purchase 
opportunities or simply the capital growth 
and equity you could have gained had 
you acted sooner, timing the market is 
fraught with danger. There are many high 
performing suburbs in Perth that are now 
out of reach for the average investor, 
but 10 years ago, a lot of them probably 

weren’t, so getting in as early as possible is 
of utmost importance.

There is always the potential to buy great 
investment properties – waiting for the 
‘right time’ can be your worst enemy. By 
taking a medium to long-term approach 
to investing, where real growth can be 
achieved over time, buyers of all types can 
succeed. 

If you’re prepared to search, or engage 
an expert to search for you, it is always 
possible to find a superior investment – no 
matter where the market is in the cycle.

TIP:  It really is the waiting that can  
cost an investor dearly. Choose your strategy,  do your 

homework and get on with it or risk  
missing out altogether.

18. WAITING FOR THE RIGHT TIME
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TIP:  Seek professional help to make the  
right choices, look after your best interests and 
stretch the dollar you are working with.

19.  PLAYING “LONE RANGER” 
AS OPPOSED TO USING A 
COMPREHENSIVE TEAM OF 
COMPETENT PROFESSIONALS
Good professionals pay for themselves over and over. One meeting with a professional 
could save you from making a mistake that can take years to recover from financially. 
Property can be extremely unforgiving and costly if you get it wrong.

For example, your professional team might advise if you are considering the wrong part 
of the suburb, the wrong suburb altogether or the wrong type of property. Or, you may be 
advised to consider purchasing with a different financial structure. Based on professional 
advice, you may change your strategy for a better outcome. 

Mortgage brokers, financial planners, property managers and buyer’s agents should all 
be a part of the team working to help you build your wealth through property investment.
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Property Wizards believes everyone has the 
right to the knowledge to help you accumulate 
wealth, no matter your background, education 
or income.

We can help you unlock the potential of the 
real estate market for your family through 
savvy property selection, negotiation on price 
and conditions, development expertise and 
the magic of compound interest working  
for you.

Regardless of market conditions, our research, 
local knowledge, and access to silent sales 
means we find the ‘hidden gems’ that can 
outperform the market in capital growth and 
rental returns for long term wealth creation. 
Importantly, we’re able to provide property 
investors and homebuyers with the same level 
of representation that property sellers  
have benefited from for years.

Your property portfolio is your path to financial 
freedom and the lifestyle you’ve been longing 
for.

Property Wizards takes away the stress of 
buying a property and saves you money at the 
same time. We can show you how, or you can 
sit back and let us do all the hard work for you. 
It really depends on the amount of time you’d 
like to put in.
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If you have an interest in building your  
wealth through property, then call us on  
(08) 9381 7450 to book a no obligation free 
appointment with one of our Property Wealth 
Strategists.  Request a FREE Starter Pack at  
www.propertywizards.com.au/free-starter-pack/

http://www.propertywizards.com.au/free-starter-pack/


Whether you are a first-time investor, a seasoned pro or a home buyer, 
 please contact us for information or a free consultation to help you build  

a property portfolio for financial independence.
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